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COMPUTING LIFE’S FAMILY TREE
By Pam Frost Gorder

C

ALL IT YET ANOTHER BIOLOGICAL GOLD
RUSH. WHEN CHARLES DARWIN PUB-

LISHED THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES IN 1859, SCIENTISTS
BEGAN WORKING IN EARNEST TO DOCUMENT

the world’s plant and animal species and build a phylogeny—
a map of how all those species relate to each other. More scientists came to the discipline in the 1980s, when automated
DNA sequencing offered a new way to classify species and
new applications for phylogenetics.
Thanks to such efforts, at least a small sample of genetic
code is on ﬁle in databases worldwide for some 100,000 of
Earth’s organisms. The largest such database, GenBank
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/), contains more than
42.7 million genetic sequences, and counting. But scientists
have yet to realize Darwin’s phylogeny; they’ve sampled
genes piecemeal—a rice gene here, a mouse protein there—
and have connected relatively few species.
Today, the newest prospectors in the gold rush are those
with enough expertise in computing to connect all that genetic data in a meaningful way. The goal is the same as it was
150 years ago: build the ultimate family tree.

When Too Much Data Isn’t Enough
A complete genetic “tree of life” (see Figure 1) would not only
provide an evolutionary map, but could also lead scientists to
a new understanding of diseases, new drugs, and even new
strategies for saving endangered species, explains Michael
Sanderson, a biologist at the University of California, Davis.
The raw material for small sections of the tree is already
available. Databases such as GenBank, which the US National Center for Biotechnology Information maintains,
now catalog partial genetic sequences for 6 percent of the
1.7 million known plant and animal species. With millions
of individual records, GenBank is a huge data set, but because it still lacks so many species, computer scientists
consider it very sparse—it holds a lot of data, but a lot
more is missing.

“The scale of the problem just cries out for elegant solutions at the algorithm level,” Sanderson says.
With help from colleagues, Sanderson and postdoctoral
researcher Amy Driskell combined some publicly available
algorithms to mine a subset of data from GenBank. In Science
(vol. 306, no. 5699, 2004, pp. 1172–1174), they described
how they constructed two small subtrees of 69 related plant
species and 70 animals, despite much missing data.
To David A. Bader—who codirects the high-performance
computing thrust of the Cyberinfrastructure for Phylogenetic Research (CIPRes) project at the University of New
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Figure 1. The tree of life.
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SCIENTIST
Within the Defense and Nuclear Technologies
Directorate at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), B Division has an immediate opening for a Ph.
D. Scientist in Applied Mathematics or Electrical
Engineering. In this position the candidate will design
and supervise experiments to characterize high bandwidth
instrumentation systems and components and interpret
the results. Essential duties include developing algorithms
to correct errors in instrumentation systems; knowing
electric circuit theory and the description of the
response of electric circuits in order to understand and
evaluate equalization systems; familiarity with the
theory of transmission lines sufficient to compute
reflected and transmitted signals for lines terminated
with arbitrary elements; working knowledge of the
theory of random noise and the skill to apply it to
common measurement situations. The successful
candidate will work closely with customers to determine
their instrumentation requirements. They will oversee
the data analysis work from legacy nuclear tests and
current experiments, including checking analysis
validity and accuracy, understanding the limitations of
the system components and directing the work when
non-standard situations occur.
The qualified candidate will have a Ph.D. in Applied
Mathematics or Electrical Engineering with a strong
background in the other subject, or equivalent level of
demonstrated knowledge. They will have a thorough
working knowledge of linear algebra, matrix theory, and
functional analysis, as well as statistical estimation
theory, random noise theory, and multivariate statistics
with ability to apply these in practical experimental
situations. Practical experience with the theory of linear
systems, including the convolution integral, the Fourier
transform and the relationship between the two will also
be highly regarded. Experience with mathematical error
analysis to estimate errors in numerical methods or
approximation methods is hoped for. An ability to use
numerical methods for solving common engineering
problems and the ability to develop computer programs
to solve problems (using high-level computer languages
such as MATLAB, IDL LabView or Mathematica) is
required. They will also understand the principles
behind and the limitations of instruments used in
high-speed measurement. Must be willing and able to
communicate with and work with people with very
different technical backgrounds.
LLNL offers a challenging environment and a competitive
salary/benefits package. To view and apply for this job,
go to http://jobs.llnl.gov, Advanced Search feature and
enter the AJIEEEAM source code. LLNL is operated by
the University of California for the National Nuclear
Security Administration/Department of Energy. We are
proud to be an equal opportunity employer with a
commitment to workforce diversity.

Mexico—the Science paper comes as a “wonderful surprise”
because it means that scientists can exploit sparse genetic
databases as a cost-effective way to assemble the tree.
Biologist Keith Crandall of Brigham Young University (see
Figure 2) also feels that Sanderson’s strategy is a good one.
“It’s a really neat idea because most people in the phylogeny
reconstruction business assume that you need a complete
data set.”
Given that in more than 20 years of trying, scientists have
only been able to document partial records for a small percentage of known species, the likelihood of constructing a
complete data set anytime soon seems small. In the meantime,
species are going extinct—or, as Crandall puts it, “leaves are
falling off the tree.” What’s more, experts speculate that many
more species remain undiscovered, some of which could answer fundamental questions in biology and medicine. These
notions all fuel the sense of urgency with which scientists are
trying to build the tree from currently available data.
In 2002, the US National Science Foundation (NSF)
launched a program called Assembling the Tree of Life
(ATOL), which has received consistent funding. The expected amount available for 2005 is US$14 million, with another $15 million set aside for 2006. Individual projects can
receive up to $3 million each.
So far, much of this funding has focused on constructing
the tree’s deepest branches, Crandall says. To him, Sanderson’s work suggests that biologists can focus on detailing the
smaller branches and twigs of the tree, whereas the data already in GenBank and elsewhere can ﬁll in the larger structure—if scientists can ﬁnd the right algorithmic strategy to
connect that data.

Think Outside the Matrix
Scientists trying to build the tree face even bigger computational problems than an overabundance of sparse data; today’s
high-performance computing techniques have their roots in
the physical sciences, and life-science data are different.
As the CIPRes project’s Bader explains, the earliest supercomputers were designed to tackle simulations of atmospheric phenomena and nuclear weaponry—problems
often computationally represented with a simple two- or
three-dimensional matrix. Matrices make for efﬁcient computing because the simulations draw on source data predictably. Related pieces of data are stored together in a
cache—literally next to each other on the same computer
chip—for fast retrieval.
A matrix won’t work for biology’s hierarchical, tree-shaped
data structure. Similar data is grouped by branch, but the
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#OMPUTATIONAL #HEMISTRY AND
"IOLOGY /PPORTUNITIES AT
$ % 3HAW 2ESEARCH AND $EVELOPMENT
%XTRAORDINARILY GIFTED COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTS BIOLO
GISTS AND OTHER COMPUTATIONAL SCIENTISTS ARE SOUGHT TO
JOIN A RAPIDLY GROWING .EW 9ORK BASED RESEARCH GROUP
THAT IS PURSUING AN AMBITIOUS LONG TERM STRATEGY
AIMED AT FUNDAMENTALLY TRANSFORMING THE PROCESS OF
DRUG DISCOVERY

Figure 2. Biology professor Keith Crandall and doctoral candidate
Jennifer Buhay examine a crawfish in Crandall's lab. The pair
study the genetic differences among crayfish species, and used
their expertise to author a paper in Science about better methods
for assembling the relationships among all species.

branches split at unpredictable intervals. Well-known techniques for exploiting caches often do little for these codes.
Bader and CIPRes director Bernard Moret have been
working around the phylogeny problem with a combination
of innovative algorithms and parallelization in a package
called Grappa (Genome Rearrangements Analysis under
Parsimony and other Phylogenetic Algorithms; http://
phylo.unm.edu/). In 2000, they assembled the phylogeny of
13 members of the bluebell family of ﬂowering plants on a
512-processor computer cluster, and achieved a billion-fold
speedup from prior methods.
“The biologists that we were working with had computations on their data set that they estimated would take 250
years to compute if they just let their current computer run
using an available program,” Bader recalls. “We can now solve
a more biologically meaningful version of the same problem
using the same data set in just ﬁve minutes on a laptop.”
Sanderson and his team built their tree using algorithms
that searched for similar gene sequences among their selected species, then used the differences in those sequences
to arrange the species relative to each other on the tree. He’s
hoping that over the next two years, they can scale up the
technique and produce trees with tens of thousands of
species. Compiling all the GenBank species into one tree is
a far more distant goal, but assuming he could, this would
raise yet another problem: visualization.
“Imagine a tree with 100,000 species on it,” he says. “How
are you going to look at the thing?”
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Seeing Trees
Nina Amenta, computer science professor at the University
of California, Davis, knows how most biologists would have
to answer that question. “Say you want to look at a really big
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You Can be a Phylogeneticist, Too

A

nyone can be a phylogeneticist at home by downloading Dogma (http://dogma.byu.edu/), a
parallel computing program Keith Crandall’s colleagues
developed at Brigham Young University. Like the Stanford
University programs Folding@Home and Genome@
home, Dogma is a screensaver that exploits volunteers’
unused CPU time. Recent Dogma projects included mapping a tree of 2,500 insect species.

tree,” she begins. “It’s bigger than you can ﬁt on your computer screen, bigger than you can fit on a piece of paper.
What you’ll probably do is print it out on 10 pieces of paper
and stick them together with Scotch tape and sit on the ﬂoor
with highlighters and try to pick out the features of interest.”
Hardly a high-tech solution. She and Tamara Munzner,
from the University of British Columbia, have written a program that might get biologists off the ﬂoor and back to their
desks. The TreeJuxtaposer (http://olduvai.sourceforge.net/
tj/index.shtml) draws a large data tree that fits on a single
computer screen; users can click on parts of the tree to zoom
in. The selected part of the tree expands while the rest of it
remains visible, so that users can still view the portion of interest in the context of the entire data set.
If scientists are working with a data set that allows more
than one possible tree conﬁguration, they can try the Tree Set
Visualization program (http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/
treeviz/) to help them sort through their choices. Amenta and
Katherine St. John at the City University of New York
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designed the program to compare the characteristics of candidate trees and represent each as a point on a graph, with
similar trees clustered together. The software lets biologists
look at the phylogenies they’re studying in a whole new way.
“Sometimes you may have a group of trees that are similar, and if you compute the average tree structure for that
cluster, that’s probably a pretty good answer,” Amenta says.
“But if there are trees far outside that group, you have to
wonder what makes them good competing hypotheses for
this one dense cluster.”

Classifying the Phylogeneticist
On a recent March day, Crandall worked at home, catching
up on articles he was peer-reviewing. Just that day, he’d read
papers for Marine Biotechnology and the Journal of the American Medical Association, and he’s often amazed at the diversity
of the journals that come across his desk. Papers on phylogenetics are just as likely to appear in journals for mathematics, statistics, and computer science as they are in biology
journals. Promising applications of the tree of life, such as
drug discovery, are drawing many people to the discipline.
“It’s a nice ﬁeld for people to get into because there’s a lot
of action here,” Crandall says. He thinks that now is a good
time for people with skills in algorithm construction and
data visualization to partner with biologists to make real advances in the ﬁeld.
Sanderson agrees. “The algorithms are just not keeping
pace with the data that are available, so anyone with a better mousetrap is going to have a huge impact,” he says.
Bader hopes that scientists and engineers who want to
learn more will visit the Web page for the NSF-funded
CIPRes program (www.phylo.org). At CIPRes, some 40 scientists across various disciplines are developing a national
computational infrastructure to support phylogenetics and
enable the construction of the tree. He envisions that someday researchers will be able to submit the smaller species
trees they’ve constructed to CIPRes, just as they submit
genes they’ve sequenced to GenBank.
Asked to dream big about where computing could take
phylogenetics in the distant future, Sanderson says he and
his colleagues would like to see an automated online system
that continuously polls databases such as GenBank and adds
the new sequences to trees. “There are so many difficult
computational problems along each step of the way that it’s
probably a little overly ambitious,” he concedes. “But it’s
something that we imagine might be possible.”
Pam Frost Gorder is a freelance science writer based in Columbus, Ohio.
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